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Recently, there ha* been renewed interest in 2-f-l dimensional field theories'" 
especially regarding the parity anomalies that occur when masslenfermfoas axe 
introduced in these theories. *** However, there have been several contradictory 
chums in the literature regarding these anomalies in abeuan and non-abeuan 
gauge theories. In tide letter, we would Bfo to clarify the picture and show that 
there are no so called "parity anomalies'' in QEDa, despite a non-commnUtrrity 
of limits, and that the anomar/ docs exist m QCD* due to a conflict between 
global gauge invariance and the parity symmetry. 

We begin with the Lagrangian in QEJh with one 2 component massive 

The vacuum polarisation tensor can be written as 

IVO' .m') - lpl8tw - BMPvjn.vttfp'.m1) + «Vjie^, o P

an o M(p*,m a) (2) 

The one loop contribution of the fermiona to II r « a (p I ,m 3 ) is linearly divergent 
and has to bt regulated. Depending upon the regulator we choose, (i(j?,m3) « 
TnHwu(pa,m*) takes different values. XJaing a gauge and parity invariant rego-
lamation procedure like dtmenstona) Tegnlariaation we get 

"<*"••>-£/ -0 l-fxll-x) + m*}} (3) 

whereas regttlatuiE the integral by adding an explicitly parity violating Paofi> 
VOhua regulator field with a mass A yields 

^ • " i - £ / * w , - ' , ) + w , . + £ w * 
The extra contribution to ft due to the regulator field can, however, be 
by adding a local counter term to the Lagr angtan. This freedom of 
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terms implies that it is consistent to have a theory with any l*(Otm9) including 
*•(*>•*»*) = 0 even when mjfO. Bat the structure function /i(p*,i7»*) is only shifted 
by a constant and hence physical consequences Eke screening for non-zero p still 
exist. 

However, a parity anomaly exists only if a non-sero fi(p7,0) is induced that 
cannot he cancelled by a local counter term. From Eq. (3),we see that 

{ e* 

33 

Hence, for m == 0, there is an ambiguity, since the results depend on the order in 
which m and p go to O -i.e., 

9,0) = \ . 
m —* 0 before p —* 0 

Mo.o) = { , (6) 
£=sign(m) p —> 0 before m—*0 

The freedom of adding counter terms obviously cannot cancel the p-dependent 
pfa>*tm*) for all p. 

To resolve this ambiguity,let us consider the physical mass of the photon and 
how it is measured. The bare propagator may be obtained from the Lagrangian 
as 

(A^)h™(p*) = ^ - ^ ) P) 

The full inverse propagator is given by 

(A£} f aV, m*) = ( ^ " " V ) + TV(ps, m») (8) 

where n ( 0,(p ,,m*) is given in Eq. (2) and yields 



with ' 

However, to compute p^p*,!)!3-) to 0(e 3 ), we can set IlmaO*3, m 1) = 0, so 
that ^ijjfp'.m2) = ^(p',m 1). We note that H«v»n(p*»n*3) is infrared divergent 
when p and m go to zero, BO that a naive conclusion may be that /ift{0,0) — 0, 
irrespective of the value of p(0,0). However, since Hoiafp^ro3) andTTr»tn(FI,'nI) 
are calculated in perturbation theory to first order in e 3, we cannot allow the 
Ofe3) contribution to nma(p 3

)'n 3} to overwhelm the zeroth order value of one. 
Hence, for consistency.we shall use pn{p7,m7) = ii(p,

1mi)= physical mass of the 
photon. 

Now, let us consider how the mass of the photon is measured physically. One 
way is through scattering of massless fermions at finite momentum, which means 
that we have to take the m -*• 0 before p —* 0. £quivalently,we can measure 
the mass of the photon by measuring the force between static charges. The 
interaction potential between two static charges at a distance r apart is given by 

Vmt(T) = f J*pe**Aoofe» = 0 , P , m3) (11) 

where 

A„(P0 = O.p.m3) = p , + ^ ( p W ) (12) 

(when n o l n (p I ,m a ) i5 neglected). Using a step function ansatz for /t(p3, m 3) with 
/i(p2, m2) = 0 for p > m and fi(p*, m 3) = jjslgn(m) = {i tot p < m, we get 

m DO 

VM{T) = ffp&'-rL^ + JdW^ (13J 
0 <n 

Hence, the force between two static charges, F(r), is given by 

m so 
F(r) = - ™ = f dpdSp* cos fle'>* * , + / dptflcos 0e»>r (14) 
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Since MVIP* + V) 1 " bdjended by l.the lint integral la EQ, (U) » bounded by 
m. The aeeond, integral is nindtdy the twee due to the exchange of a, nwulm 
photon in three dimensions and U Dropottional to l/r. Hence, when r - 1 » • , 
1A, r « m~l» the force between (wo etntfc charges nay be described by * 

.^m^C^aslontaswe«i«tnte>estedintliepbyBka%nleviint 
, r < m"1 -» bo, the photon stays mattks*. We claim theKfoiB.tlwt 

there it no parity anomaly in QED*, since there to no induced mass for the 
photon, when ttta fersuons are Tmssfrss. However there could be a dynamical 
breakdown of the parity syramefay,aaalogoaa to ehiral symnietry breakdown,"9 

which ia currently Tinder Investigation.1'1 

We may alio study the theory in the large N limit, where JV is thf < number or 
fermion families. To leading order in the l/N axpaniion {N -* 00, with a = e1N 
fixed), we find that 

{ w
 p>"* 

and 

/i(p»,iin*,tf)-{ '|l m (15) 

i ife * > m 

lU.fp'.m'.JV) - I P (16) 

with ail farther corrections suppressed by actors of l/N which vanish when 
JIT -» eo. Hence, in this Draft uj{(0,0, JV) a o irrespective of the value of #i(0,0, JV) 
and hence the ambfcjiiity at p « 0,re » 0 Is physkaBy irrelevant. 

- .'Ta^enarfatocanbeeeaib/eKifevledtonon^heliantlieortes. TheLagrBnglan 
is given by 

Jost at m QBIh* the one loop eontribnUon of the fennfcms to the vacuum po-
laritatioa tensor can be computed and the results are given In Ens. (3) and 
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(4) except lor an extra factor of 1/2 on the right hand side of the equations 
sow, coming from TrT%T% - -1/2S& However, unlike in QEDs, there exists a 
topological Ward identity in QCJh - U. 

4»(£) ,»=4*(£)^(£)»- integer (18) 

where Zn, Z, and Z are defined to be the renormaUsatibn constants for the 
maw, three gluon vertex and the wavefunetion» respectively, at aero momentum, 
and it is the bare man for the photon. Hence, for a globally gauge invariant 
theory, the regulariietlon scheme muit be coniiitent with thli Ward Identity. 
The calculation of 2m(-j-)' wai done in Rtt,(S)w for the cue of pure gauge 
Gelds. The fomlona do not contribute to the ghost-ghwt-gluon vertex £„aad 
the ghost wave function Z at nro momentum and uilng the inRnlteilmal Ward 
identity ZjZ - ZtfZ we find that for SU(N) theorlei, 

4 * ( £ w - 4 * ( £ ) + J V + 4 * ( * ^ } (19) 

The first term on the right hand aldo of Eq. (10}, 4jr(u/o2) Ea an Integer (as a con
sequence of gauge invarlance of the bare Legrangian). We therefore must have, by 
Eqs. (18) and (10} that 4*^(0, m a)/f s •> integer. Hence, It is clear that dimen
sional regularuation with n[Q, rrfi) ™ (ja/ojr)(m/|m|) li not globally gauge Invari
ant, wherea» the P«u!i-Vt]!ara procedure with ̂ (0,m3) «= (3V8T)(m/|m|+A/|A|) 
is invariant under the large gauge trantfermatione which lead to the topological 
Ward identity (18). it is perhaps, not surprising that dimensional regularlsatioa, 
though an uriuuteaimafly gauge invariant procedure, fails to obey the topological 
Ward identity, since huge gauge transformations with integral winding number 
cannot be defined in 3 - c dimension*. If we have an even number of fermions, 
of course, either scheme is fuuy gauge Invariant and M(0,fn4) differs in the two 
cases only by a finite counter term (which is itself cowtstent with Ep> (18)). For 
an add number of fermions, however, we claim that Pauli-VUIaw is the globally 
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gauge Invariantprocedure.- I.e. if weregulate the theory uatng dimensional regu-
lariaatlon, we need to add a 1/2 integer counter term to make the effective theory 
gauge invariant nndei" large gauge taansfbrniatifflM. 

•[ -Tb took for a parity anomaly, we take'the m -+ 0,p -* 0 limit, being careful 
to take the physically motivated order of limits m - > 0 before p -* 0. We End 
that . 

#»{p*.0)=0 (20) 

In dimenjibnal regutarliation and. 

nrini a FaoU-VWan regulator field. Equation* (20) and (21) show the incom
patibility of global gauge Invariance and parity. However, if we naively apply the 
topological Ward Identity (10) to Eqs. (20) and (21), we would conclude that 
ji(0,0) — 0 l» the parity and gauge invariant answer. This apparent contradic
tion, li reiolvad by noting that In the presence of masslesa fenmono, Eq. (19) is 
modified by a non-perturbatlva anomaly.1'' For xnaulesa fennionB, the effective 
action altar Integrating out the fermJona ia 

LamhTriFVFfJ-itntetip + gfi) (22) 

Under a Urge gauge transformation vritiTwlnding number n 

* * » + | « - ( - i T ^ d e t t f + .4) (23) 
where i f U th« number of Armlons and the determinant is regulated in a parity 
invariant way. Hence, for an odd number of fermlons, the action in not gauge 
Invariant unlem thtt gauge non>lnvarianceia compensated by 

It should be noted that ike gauge non-invariance in Eq. (23) is not due to the 
•two (or three) point functions, which are the only diagrams in need of ultra-violet 
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regulation, since they have been explicitly shown to be Mfo - t.e,, in Eq. (20) 
where we have used parity invariant dimensional regularisation. Thus, in order 
for the theory to he gauge invariant,wesee from Eq. (24) that ft- cannot be sen. 
Hence, since we require the theory to be gauge Invariant) we have n{&,0) « 
(g7/fln)[fa) - Le., the gluon has acquired a mass and the parity symmetry is 
broken. 

Once again, let us look at the theory In the large N Ihntt. For N odd, 
ti(p>tm,,N) = (o/8ir)(A/|A|) where a. = s*N However, 

which yields 

Hjl(p» l ni ,

1 t f ) - . 
33p' , , 

(26) 
& TTT ^l— p<im 
**W (1 + -SZ) 

which in turn shows that ^(0,0.,iV) = 0, irrespective or the order of limits But 
for p > a,;jft(pI,D,;V) ^ 0. Hence, as long as JV is odd and n[p7,m2,N) j* 
0,^/t(pI,0,JV) / o for all p even if wi[0,0,JV) = 0. Thus, even En the luge JV 
limit, parity ia brolten because of the topological Ward identity. 

In conclusion, we would like to restate our results - there la no parity anomaly 
in t?££fe,whereas In QCDi there is an anomaly due to the conflict between 
gauge invariance under targe gauge transformations and the parity symmetry. 
The QED and QCD theories can be solved exactly in the large N limit for the 
mass of the photon and the gluon and though there are soma diflerences from 
the peiturbative case, the results as stated above do not change. However, there 
are several technical questions concerning the physical picture of legulartsatlon 
ambiguities and the infra-red, ultra-violet connection that are still under inves
tigation. 
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